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Point Clouds 
  


n  Collection of coordinates: (X,Y,Z), possibly with normals 
n  Only points, no connectivity 
n  Simplest representation of 3D geometric objects 
n  Most 3D scanning devices produce Point Clouds 
n  Use of PC has been widespread in industrial applications 

 

KINECT

Makerbot



Point Cloud Processing 
  


n  PC sampling of a 3D geometric shape is insufficient for 
many applications 

n  Need PC processing: 
1.  Outliner removal; 
2.  Smoothing; 
3.  Normal estimation; 
4.  PC mapping/alignment; 
5.  Shape reconstruction: Meshing, instrinic 

representations 

 

Outliner removal Shape reconstruction 


PC mapping



Point Cloud Mapping Problem 
  


n  PC Mapping Problems: 
n  PC parameterization: deforms a PC to a simple domain 

with least distortions (e.g. 2d plane, sphere); processing 
is done on the simple domain. 

n  PC registration: meaningful 1-1 pointwise 
correspondence between PCs 

n  Applications: 3d facial recognition, object classification, 
simplification of PC processing, meshing… 

 

PC registrationPC parameterization



Mapping Criteria 
  


n  Types of matching: 
n  Geometric-matching: based on matching geometric 

quantities (e.g. curvatures); not convenient for PC as 
these quantities are difficult to compute; 

n  Landmark-matching: based on matching salient 
features (e.g. facial features; sulcal/gyral landmarks 
on brains) 

 
Goal: Look for a PC parameterization/registration with minimum 
local geometric distortion that matches feature landmarks!  



Contributions 
  


n  GOAL: Compute Teichmüller mapping (minimizing conformality 
distortion) subject to constraints. 

n  Contributions: 
n  Develop the concept of PCT-maps, a novel discrete 

analogue of the continuous Teichmuller mappings on 
point clouds; 

n  Proposed TEMPO for ��computing Teichmuller mappings 
between feature-endowed point clouds 
TEMPO = Teichmüller Extremal Mapping of POint clouds

PC registrationPC parameterization
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What is Quasi-conformal map? 



QC Maps and BCs 

One to one correspondence between QC map and BC 

Coordinates functions 
representation 

Beltrami 
representation 

1-1 
correspondence 

),,( 321 ffff =

Constraints: 
- 1-1; 
- Onto; 
- Jacobian >0 
- No linear structure 

1|| <µ

No other constraints 
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QC on Point Clouds 


n  QC theories in the continuous setting has been well studied. 
n  Quasiconformality on triangulated mesh structures can be 

defined and computed (using angle structures). 
n  QC on point cloud has not been studied before:  

n  Challenging due to the lack of angle structures 

n  Goal: 
n  Define: Point Cloud Beltrami Coefficient (PCBC) to measure 

quasiconformality on point clouds 
n  Study the properties of PCBC and its consistency with the continuous BC 
 



Point Cloud Beltrami Coefficient 



Moving least square method 



Idea of definition: PCBC 



Measurement of PCBC 



Assumptions on PC 



Assumptions on PC 



PCBC & Beltrami coefficient 



Measurement of local angular distortion 



Measurement of local dilation 
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What is Teichmüller mapping? 


n  Quasi-conformal mapping with uniform conformality distortion. 



Extremal Map 


n  Extremal map: minimizes conformality distortion. 



Properties of extremal map: 
n  Minimizes the conformality distortion 
n  Extremal map always exists but may not unique 
n  Under suitable condition on the boundary/landmark constraints, 

extermal map is unique. 



T-Map v.s. Extremal Map 


n  Under suitable boundary condition, T-Map = Extremal map on disk! 



Main idea: 
n  For open surfaces with disk topology, if the boundary 

correspondence satisfies “good” conditions for their derivatives, 
                EXTREMAL MAP  = T-MAP! 



Landmark matching T-Map 


n  T-Map exists and unique even with interior landmark constraints 
enforced! 



Main idea: 
n  If boundary dilation is under certain condition, there EXISTS 

landmark matching T-Map; 
n  T-Map is unique extremal map. Hence, given a prescribed set of 

landmark constraints, the associated T-Map is UNIQUE! 
n  T-Map has BC with norm k < 1. Hence, T-Map is BIJECTIVE! 



Optimization problem 


Problem: 



Equivalently: 
n  Find a T-Map such that: 

Beltrami equation 

Interior landmark points/curves constraints 



Quasi-conformal (QC) Iterations 

Main idea: 
n  Initially, we consider an initial map: 

n  Compute the BC of the initial map:   
     Hence, obtain the initial pair:  
n  Laplace smooth and Normalize: 

 
 

(Laplace smooth) 

(Normalize) 



Simple algorithm 
 



Convergence Analysis 

Summary of QC iterations: 
n  Laplace smooth BC; 
n  Projection of BC into the space of BCs of Teichmuller type  

Why it works: 
n  QC iterations = Minimization of harmonic energy under the 

distorted metric given by BC. 

 

L.M. Lui, X.F. Gu, S.T. Yau, Convergence of an Iterative Algorithm for Teichmü̎ller Maps via 
Harmonic Energy Minimization,  Mathematics of Computation (2015) 



Definition of PC T-Map 

Remark: (Meng, Choi & L., 2016) 
n  Under suitable conditions (e.g. quasi-uniform w/ interior cone condition), the 

PCT-map converges to the continuous T-Map as fill distance tends to 0. 



Teichmuller PC parameterization 



Iterative scheme for PCT-Map 



Iterative scheme for PCT-Map 

Outline Background Theories and Algorithms Experimental Results Conclusion

T-map Parameterization of 2D Point Clouds with

Landmark Constraints

Update BC in each iteration: µ̃
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MENG, Tingwei

Computational Quasi-conformal Theory on Point Clouds



Iterative scheme for PCT-Map 

Remark: (Meng, Choi, L., 2016) 
n  Under suitable conditions (e.g. quasi-uniform w/ interior cone condition), 

the iterative scheme converges to the PCT-map. 
n  PCT-Map converges to continuous T-Map as fill distance goes to 0 



Teichmüller PC Registration 



Teichmüller Metric 

Optimizer = T-Map! 



Teichmüller Distance Matrix 
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Landmark-matching PC Parameterization 

Green dots = landmark positions under conformal parameterization

Blue dots = Target landmark positions
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Landmark-matching PC Parameterization 

Green dots = landmark positions under conformal parameterization

Blue dots = Target landmark positions



Landmark-matching PC Parameterization 



Teichmüller PC Registration 



PC Shape Analysis 
Facial classification using the Teichmuller distance matrix 

Irfanoglu’s method: 
Classification accuracy 

Teichmuller dist.: 

50% 

94% 



PC Shape Analysis 

Irfanoglu’s method: 
Classification accuracy 

Teichmuller dist.: 

50% 

79% 



Conclusion 

  


n  Introduce PCBC to measure quasiconformality on Point 
Clouds; 

n  Define: PC-TMap on Point Cloud; 
n  Applications: PC parameterization; PC registration; PC 

shape analysis; PC facial recognition; PC meshing. 

 
THANK YOU! 
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